REQUEST-TO-EXIT DETECTOR

0E-RXDST
SINGLE OR DOUBLE DOOR
SELECTABLE TRIGGER MODE
SEQUENTIAL TRIGGERING
DOOR ALERT SOUNDER

Model 0E-RXDST is an advanced Request-to-Exit (REX) motion detector that provides door control via a door control device (such as magnetic lock or door strike) or access control system. A variety of programable options allows customization to suit the application. Sequential triggering allows for a higher degree of security and a door alert sounder is included. Durable ABS plastic housing. Optional trim plate (0E-TP) facilitates neat installation, especially with single gang box.

- SUITABLE FOR SINGLE OR DOUBLE DOORS
- SELECTABLE RELAY TRIGGER MODE
- SEQUENTIAL TRIGGERING FOR HIGH SECURITY
- DOOR ALERT SOUNDER WITH VOLUME CONTROL
- ADJUSTABLE 0-60 SECOND RELAY LATCH TIME
- TIMER PROGRAMABLE FOR RESET OR NON-RESET
- 2 FORM C RELAY CONTACTS
- WALL OR CEILING MOUNT UP TO 15’, WITH VERTICALLY AIMABLE LENS (COVERAGE PATTERN)
- OPERATING TEMP.: -20°F to 120°F (-29°C to 49°C)

PART #: 0E-RXDST
UPC: 811914029953
LENGTH: 7”
WIDTH: 1.88”
HEIGHT: 1.75”
WEIGHT: 5 OUNCES
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT YOUR ADI SALES PERSON OR SEND QUESTIONS TO: Info@wboxtech.com

wboxtech.com